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Numerous customers and partners have embraced FlashStack to accelerate business and 
IT transformation. See what they (along with Cisco and Pure Storage) have to say:

VMWARE  
FLASHSTACK TECHNOLOGY ALLIANCE PARTNER

“To facilitate rapid deployment of virtual desktop and mobility 
solutions, customers require IT infrastructure that is tested, 
scalable, and trusted. FlashStack with VMware Horizon and 
Workspace ONE allows enterprises to accelerate virtual desktop 
deployments, while empowering them with technologies that 
can drive greater workspace innovation,” said Erik Frieberg, 
Senior Vice President, Product & Portfolio Marketing, End-User 
Computing, VMware.

CISCO  
FLASHSTACK SOLUTION PARTNER WITH PURE STORAGE

“As organizations embrace digitization, data centers must enable 
agile, highly secure and more efficient application delivery with 
rapid access to information,” said Satinder Sethi, VP, Data Center 
and Cloud Solutions, Cisco. “Achieving this goal will require 
new technologies and innovations to enable operational agility, 
deliver actionable insight and provide engaging experiences 
for customers and partners. Cisco is pleased to collaborate with 
Pure Storage to deliver FlashStack solutions that enable digital 
enterprise IT with an integrated high-performance data center 
infrastructure solution.”

COBALT  
FLASHSTACK SOLUTION PARTNER

“FlashStack from Pure Storage and Cisco, provides reliability, 
simplicity and efficiency for our customers allowing them to 
scale their databases and VDI deployments with ease,” said 
Sean Burke, CEO, Cobalt. “Our goal is to provide technology and 
services that help our customers accelerate their businesses 
and Pure and Cisco ensure that we meet this goal.”
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COHESITY  
FLASHSTACK TECHNOLOGY ALLIANCE PARTNER

“Feedback from Cohesity enterprise accounts is clear - continue 
to align with disruptive leaders like Pure and Cisco to enable 
next generation IT through innovative solutions like FlashStack,” 
said Riccardo Di Blasio, COO, Cohesity. “Cohesity’s rapid 
adoption in enterprises is fueled by customers investing in 
end-to-end hyperconverged infrastructures that span both 
primary infrastructure with FlashStack, and secondary storage 
with Cohesity. We’re pleased to partner with Pure and Cisco 
combining FlashStack with CohesityDataPlatform & DataProtect 
to deliver the most complete and proven end-to-end offering.”

COMMVAULT  
FLASHSTACK TECHNOLOGY ALLIANCE PARTNER

“Our partnerships with Pure Storage and Cisco are the result of 
a shared drive to help our customers be more agile, productive 
and efficient with less risk and complexity,” said Brian Allison, 
Vice President, Worldwide Alliances and Channel, Commvault. 
“We have integrated and validated solutions that add value for 
data protection and management for Pure All-Flash Arrays, Cisco 
UCS and FlashStack to support the market momentum for their 
converged and flash solutions.”

DATALINK  
ROOM & BOARD SOLUTION PARTNER

“FlashStack is one way that Datalink helps organizations deliver 
on the business value of IT,” said Shawn O’Grady, Chief 
Operations Officer, Datalink. “Room and Board is just one of 
nearly 50 clients where Datalink is leveraging a FlashStack 
converged platform to help clients improve the efficiency and 
performance of complex workloads. The collaboration of Pure 
Storage and Cisco, plus Datalink’s comprehensive architecture, 
support and management services, is a winning combination for 
our mutual clients.”
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EPLUS 
TEXAS CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL SOLUTION PARTNER

“Our customers look to ePlus to accelerate their business value 
by offering innovative solutions, such as high performance, all-
flash storage from Pure Storage. The Cisco Validated Design 
for Enterprise VDI, along with acceptance by Cisco to include 
Pure in their Solution Support for Critical Infrastructure matrix, 
provides solid options for our mutual client base,” said Darren 
Raiguel, Executive Vice President of Sales, ePlus. “Given 
the exacting standards of mission critical enterprises, these 
certifications, validated design and solution support offerings for 
joint Pure Storage and Cisco customers provide extra layers of 
reassurance and confidence.”

KORDAMENTHA  
APJ FLASHSTACK CUSTOMER

“The combination of Pure and Cisco delivered the flexible 
technology stack we needed to refresh our environment. 
All our workloads now sit on FlashStack, driven by Pure’s 
FlashArray//m20, Cisco® UCS® B-Series blade servers and a 
Cisco Nexus® 5000 data centre switch, which will deliver a 
saving of AU$400,000 on maintenance and replacement costs 
in the first four years of deployment. Looking longer term, we 
believe FlashStack will completely remove the need for SAN 
upgrades. The forklift replacement model is no longer required; 
Pure provides new controllers every three years, ensuring the 
hardware is modern and up to date. This happens seamlessly 
and while online with zero down time. If things remain status 
quo, we’ll never have to replace a SAN again. This is a significant 
change to the legacy storage model,” said Ryan Wadsworth, 
Director of Technology, KordaMentha.

LIFESCRIPT  
AMERICAS FLASHSTACK CUSTOMER

“FlashStack from Cisco and Pure is the disruptive technology 
we needed to change our entire data center,” said Jack Hogan, 
CTO, Lifescript. “In fact, after achieving 12x reduction in latency; 
60 percent reduction in data center footprint; and 3.5-to-1 data 
reduction in our first data center, we’ve decided to expand this 
solution to our second data center.”
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PURE STORAGE  
FLASHSTACK SOLUTION PARTNER WITH CISCO

“As data centers become more complex, enterprises and service 
providers need to simplify IT with converged solutions,” said 
Michael Sotnick, Vice President, Global Channels and Alliances, 
Pure Storage. “FlashStack enables IT organizations to work with 
top partners like Cisco and Pure Storage through our mutual 
channel to achieve tangible, lasting business transformation they 
never thought possible.”

ROOM & BOARD 
AMERICAS FLASHSTACK CUSTOMER

“The collaboration between Cisco and Pure Storage for 
FlashStack has allowed us to add capacity and capabilities to 
our environment we never envisioned,” said Shawn O’Brien, 
Director of Infrastructure and Architecture for Room & Board. 
“We initially bought FlashStack only for our SAP workloads, but 
when our report time went from five-to-seven hours on average 
down to fewer than two, it became apparent FlashStack could 
positively impact many more complex workloads across our 
entire organization.”

SECURE-24 
AMERICAS FLASHSTACK CUSTOMER

“Accelerating our clients’ migration to the cloud is critical to 
Secure-24’s continued success,” said Scott McIsaac, CTO, 
Secure-24. “FlashStack’s integrated architecture, built on 
industry-leading components from Pure Storage, Cisco, VMware, 
SAP, Citrix, and more, enables us to quickly deploy landscapes 
and meet the dynamic business needs of our clients.” 

RUBRIK  
FLASHSTACK TECHNOLOGY ALLIANCE PARTNER

“FlashStack’s promise of simple, scalable and validated primary 
infrastructure is compelling, and aligned to our vision for Rubrik 
Cloud Data Management for secondary infrastructure,” says 
Arvind Nithrakashyap, CTO of Rubrik. “The FlashStack-Rubrik 
solution has been proven to deliver measurable value in 
customer deployments.”
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SHI  
FLASHSTACK SOLUTION PARTNER

“We partner with Pure Storage to provide industry leading all-
flash storage to our customers, so they can advance their 
businesses and focus on innovation,” said Hal Jagger, Vice 
President, SHI. “The FlashStack converged infrastructure from 
Pure Storage and Cisco reduces complexity for our customers 
and allows them to scale quickly and efficiently while maintaining 
the highest level of performance. We value our relationship with 
Pure and Cisco and our excited to see this partnership grow.”

TEXAS CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL  
FLASHSTACK CUSTOMER

“To reduce costs across our eight data centers, we decided to 
deploy FlashStack with VDI,” said John Henderson, Assistant 
Vice President, Texas Children’s Hospital. “In our first phase roll-
out to over 1,000 clinicians, not only did we achieve our financial 
goals, clinician adoption, satisfaction, and efficiency increased 
as well. Having the Cisco Validated Design in place provides us 
with additional confidence as we look to expand our solution in 
the next several months.” 

VEEAM 
FLASHSTACK TECHNOLOGY ALLIANCE PARTNER

“Veeam is a Cisco Global Preferred Solution ISV with joint 
solutions offering data and application availability on Cisco 
UCS,” said Andy Vandeveld, Vice President of Global Alliances, 
Veeam. “Leveraging the success of FlashStack with our  
growing joint customer base has resulted in the development 
of a joint Veeam and Pure Storage availability solution. This 
FlashStack and Veeam solution will enable customers, many 
running on UCS, to protect their environments with enterprise-
class functionality.” 


